
Saturday, 12th March 2022 
2BBB STABLEFORD + SINGLES IN CONJUNCTION 

Field:              28            
2BBB WINNERS      DARRELL FLEMMING/ CHARLES JUBB     45PTS 
2BBB R/UP              MICK BARRETT/ LLOYD BARRETT             44PTS 
2BBB 3RD                 ROBERT BILES/ ROBERT MILLER               43PTS C/B 
INDIVIDUAL WINNER      LLOYD BARRETT        40PTS 
INDIVIDUAL R/UP            NICK WHEELER        38PTS 
INDIVIDUAL 3RD                ANDREW MCGOVERN      37PTS                
NTP 2/11          P WILTON   67CM 
NTP 4                 N JORDAN   260CM                             
NTP 9/18           G NOBLE   30CM                          
NTP 13              N JORDAN   196CM 
Pro’s N.T.P 18th Hole   Steve Eccles  275cm = $48  Pro shop Voucher  
 
Saturday’s small field of 28 players enjoyed some tough conditions after the course 
reopened after the recent flooding which thoroughly consumed the course. The dam in 
front of the 7th is full, showing no signs of going down. Many have said that they have never 
seen the course so soaked and taken so long to dry out. A lot of hard work from the 
energetic volunteers and our greenkeeper allowed play to happen for those stalwarts who 
were looking for a game. The team of Darrell Flemming and Charles Jubb won the 2BBB 
event with a very solid 45 pts, just ahead of Mick Barrett and Lloyd Barrett with 44 pts. Bob 
Biles and Robert “Shirl” Miller came third with 43 pts. Lloyd Barrett obviously contributed 
well to his team as he won the individual stableford event with an excellent 40 pts. Nick 
Wheeler finished runner up with a solid 38 pts with Andrew McGovern’s 37 pts good 
enough for third place. The shot of the day belonged to Greg Noble on the 9th, finishing just 
30cm from the pin, although Pete Wilton’s shot to the 2nd/11th was nearly as good, as it was 
only 67cm away. Richie Turnbull can also lay claim to the shot of the day as he chipped in on 
the 12th from 50 m out. Steve Eccles won the Pros NTP on the last, the first golfer to win this 
Pro Pin two weeks straight - a great achievement Steve! Captain Steve wants to remind 
everyone that the Singles knockout draw is now complete and is in the club house and on 
the website. Round 1 is to be played by 23 April. The course is being checked daily to 
monitor the return of carts on the course. 
In the Pennants on Sunday, A Grade played Hunter Valley at The Vintage (no results as yet); 
B Grade had a washout at Singleton; C Grade defeated Scone 3-2 at Muswellbrook and the 
Vets had a bye (finishing the top of their group with the Semi Finals next week)  
On another note, our 2020 Club Champion, Corey Lamb, made his professional debut at 
Cypress Lakes on the weekend, playing in the TPS Hunter Valley Professional Tournament. 
Unfortunately, he missed the cut by a mere two shots, but Corey showed that he has “what 
it takes” to make a success of his new profession. His opening drive, his first hit as a Pro, was 
brilliantly executed as it sailed down the middle…..and a long way. His next event is the NSW 
Open next week - we wish him all the best.                          
 

        


